
The Way Back …. (to Arawa)     Feb 2011 

We are now safely back in Arawa – with mixed feelings – nice to catch up with 
old friends who were still in Arawa – some had left including Wendy and three 
of the NZ police contingent  – and to make the acquaintance of the new folk, 
including Virginia, who is an accountant on VSA assignment to the Arawa 
Urban Council, and four new policemen. But this is leaping ahead a bit…… 

We had decided to do one more day of 
snorkelling with the Walindi Resort before we left 
and again enjoyed some stunning diving. We 
were lucky enough to have an escort of dolphins 
for part of the journey and on the boat had a 
couple of Americans and their pre-teen daughter 
off a large sailboat moored off the Walindi resort, 
some Australians, Austrians with big cameras 
that looked like giant lobsters in their immersion 
baths (to keep the seals wet) and a couple of 
smiling German traffic police (husband and wife) 
who weren’t too good on the English and who 
proudly showed us photos of themselves in their somewhat ridiculous looking 
uniforms with high peaked caps. 

The rest of the trip lived up to expectations with stunning corals, colourful fish 
and the clear sea a stunning deep blue off the edge of the reef as the water 
plunged to who knows what depth. It was a somewhat weird feeling 
suspended in the crystal clear water over the seemingly infinite depth. 

 

 

 



To finish off Kimbe here are some images of the town, including in order the 
market, one of the main congregating areas, K(imbe)-Mart (wonder what the 
Americans will think of that!), the locally renowned Namundo beef cattle in 
between the oil palms,  

 

 

and the attendant warning sign in Tok Pisin. (cow 
container got power) (c.f. Brassier is susu banis – 
milk/breast container). 

VSA area rep Camille came and spent a few days in 
the Walindi resort next door, to attend to her local 
duties (see us off, settle in two new volunteers who 
arrived on the plane we left on, and consult with her contacts over other 
possible placements) as well as a little r&r. (diving) 

We had a very pleasant meal with her at our favourite Walindi resort, and the 
Live and Learn Office prepared a sumptuous spread for lunch the day before 
we left and gave us each a Live and Learn shirt. We had had a farewell dinner 
with the bridge crowd and a final game or two of bridge over the preceding 
weekend, and said our farewells there too.  It was sad to leave them all – we 
made some good friends in the three months we were there. 

  

The events of the trip back unfolded in their usual chaotic PNG way. We 
made it to the airport on time and left about ¾ hr late – reasonable for PNG – 
for Port Moresby. That was where it all went wrong. The “Comfort Inn” where 
we were booked in hadn’t sent the promised van to collect us (nothing 

 



unusual) but they wouldn’t answer their 
phone. (nothing unusual) Rosie left me 
guarding the bags on the forecourt and tried 
to get back into the arrivals lounge to try to 
find an alternative number but the security 
guard at the door said this was the “Arrivals” 
door so no-one was allowed in- she would 
have to walk a hundred metres down the 
pavement to the “Departures” door. After 
some persuasion he relented and let her in to 
go to the Customer Services desk, which 
turned out to be unattended. (nothing 
unusual) Two nearby rather bored rental car ladies were very helpful and 
eventually Rosie was able to find another number that did get through, but the 
hotel denied there was a booking for us for a “Standard Double Room” and 
besides all their Standard Double Rooms were closed for renovation, and no, 
the lady who took our booking wasn’t in to-day. The alternatives were an 
apartment at K800 per night (NZ$400) or a single at K265 per night (which 
happened to be the amount we had been quoted for the standard double 
room??) 

 Accommodation in PNG, especially Port Moresby, ranges from exorbitant to 
outrageous for mostly substandard service that wouldn’t be acceptable in 
most other places in the world. Rosie accepted a standard single on the 
understanding that they would be able to provide an additional mattress on 
the floor, after which they agreed to send the van to collect us. Cost for the 
Standard double room with extra mattress went up to K335 and we had to 
share a toilet and shower with the rest of the block, but by that stage we didn’t 
care. There was a rattly old air conditioning unit that roared away in the 
window, producing nominal amounts of cold air, and the evening meal was 
K40 per person extra. We would be leaving at the crack of dawn so breakfast 
didn’t come into it. There was a small outdoor swimming pool that we could 
use and did. The meal turned out to be spicy chicken drumsticks, savoury rice 
and a hardboiled egg – the chef hadn’t turned up – but it didn’t taste bad even 
if the portion was not generous. There was no desert (usually ice cream 
according to the other residents), so I only left K60 the next morning when we 
left, with a note saying that the deduction was due to the lack of dessert. 

We had most of the afternoon free after arriving and, having heard that the 
Botanic Gardens were worth a visit, we phoned a taxi (recommended by 
Camille) and had a 20min ride there, past the Parliament House that is 
shaped like one of the high sloping pitched houses from parts of PNG. 
(Incidentally the Post Courier recently quoted the PNG Police chief saying that 
annually K5b – half the country’s budget- ended up being “diverted” into 
shady deals and various officials and parliamentarians pockets)  

The Botanical Garden is attached to the campus of the University of PNG and 
it was a well-maintained pleasant place – with the mandatory high security 
fence and guards all over the place – one of them escorted us round. This 
was probably just as well because we later heard of two other tourists who in 
the past had been accosted, robbed, and left naked in one of the more 
isolated parts of the park – admittedly some years ago.  

 

The sign at the Airport 
Arrivals wasn’t very 
encouraging………. 



Unfortunately our time in the park was somewhat limited – it closed about an 
hour after we arrived but we did see some of the local animals and birds that 
are housed there. Our Guide/Guard (Guard/Guide?) was helpful and took us 
into some of the birdcages, somewhat to the distress of the Birds of Paradise, 
and we were able to take some photographs. 

   

  

Photographs include (from left to right) Hornbill, Parrot, 
Bird of Paradise (PNG’s National bird – hunted close to 
extinction) Cassowary, Fuzzy heads (OK I really don’t 
know what they are called) and Tree Kangaroo. There 
were also pythons, crocodile and a range of parrots, plus of 
course the trees and plants that we did not have the time to 
investigate. The next picture is of Rosie investigating the 
statue of Mahatma Ghandi donated by the Indian 
Government. We made our way to the gate where we had 
been dropped and rang the taxi to come and collect us – 
but we were out earlier than expected and he was at the 
other end of town – in rush hour traffic. One of the guards decided that we 
were a bit vulnerable standing on the side of the road and came and stood 
with us until the taxi picked us up some time later. One of the nice things 
about PNG – locals -mostly women would often come and stand with us when 
we were in vulnerable places. Rosie often experienced this walking around 
Kimbe, which apparently could be less than safe, although we never 
experienced any problems.  

Apart from nearly running out of fuel the taxi driver delivered us safely back to 
our hotel.  

 



The next day it was on to Buka (but with a K140 bill for overweight luggage –
they only allow 18kg on domestic flights- another scam) – via Rabaul, it turned 
out- in a Fokker jet plane – very quiet and smooth – but as we were taxiing 
out to the runway to take off for Buka from Rabaul, the pilot had to make a 
sharp turn to avoid another plane parked up close-by, the plane shuddered 
and thumped – and continued turning to face the terminal again. The plane 
stopped, they opened the door, the pilot inspected the nose wheel and then 
came back to announce that it was faulty and we wouldn’t be going anywhere, 
so we all trooped back to the terminal for a three hour wait before another 
smaller plane squeezed us all in and took us and our transferred luggage 
safely to Buka, where Murray was waiting to collect us. 

Again we had the afternoon free in Buka – we were going back to Arawa with 
Murray the next day and stocked up with luxuries not available in Arawa, jam, 
pasta, cheese, weetbix and a couple of freshly imported crisp Pacific Rose 
apples from NZ as a special treat! 

The trip back to Arawa the next day was surprisingly 
uneventful, with the Buka crossing to the mainland 
its usual chaotic scrum of banana boats jockeying 

for clients. The rivers were 
down, and the roads were 
dry and in reasonable 
condition, so we made it safely back to our house in 
Arawa.  Here we were greeted with our possessions 
packed into a corner or two, a layer of grime over 
everything, mould all over the walls, and a couple of 
waggy-tail local stray dogs waiting for a feed. Oh 
what a joyful homecoming!  

 

 

Wall part scrubbed! 


